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CLASSIFICATION OF THE METHODS OF EAVESDROPPING AND
DATA CORRUPTION IN QUANTUM CRYPTOSYSTEMS
Summary: The new extended classification of the attacks on quantum protocols and quantum
cryptosystems is proposed. The classification takes into account the newest data concerning the
attacks on the equipment for quantum key distribution which use the loopholes of the devices.
These attacks have been named “quantum hacking”. Such classification may be useful for
choosing of commercially available quantum key distribution system
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KLASYFIKACJA METOD PODSŁUCHU ORAZ USZKODZEŃ
DANYCH W KRYPTOSYSTEMACH KWANTOWYCH
Streszczenie: Zaproponowano nową rozszerzoną klasyfikację ataków na protokoły kwantowe
i kryptosystemy kwantowe. Klasyfikacja uwzględnia najnowsze dane dotyczące ataków na
sprzęt do dystrybucji klucza kwantowego wykorzystujący luki w urządzeniach. Ataki te
nazwano "hakerstwem kwantowym". Taka klasyfikacja może być przydatna przy wyborze
komercyjnie dostępnego systemu dystrybucji klucza kwantowego.
Słowa kluczowe: kryptografia kwantowa; kwantowa dystrybucja klucza; hakerstwo
kwantowe; luka w urządzeniu; klasyfikacja ataków

1. Introduction
Only a few papers where classification of the attacks on quantum protocols and
cryptosystems is described have been published for now [1-4]. The newest attacks
which use the loopholes of the devices – so-called quantum hacking have arisen after
the papers [1, 3, 4] were published. At the same time the several attacks described in
[3, 4] were not taken into account in [2]. Therefore, the purpose of this work is to
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develop the extended classification of all known attacks on the protocols and the
systems of quantum cryptography.

2. Developing the Classification
The non-coherent attacks, the attacks conditioned by protocols imperfection, the
coherent attacks in [3] have been referred to as the “traditional” attacks. Wherein the
non-coherent attacks include intercept–resend attack (IRA) and semi-transparent
attacks (STA). The man-in-the-middle attack (MMA) and the denial of service attacks
(DSA) have been referred to as the attacks which use imperfection of protocols. In
this paper we propose to refer the attacks on specific protocols (ASP) to also as the
attacks which use imperfection of protocols. The collective attacks (CA) and the joint
attacks (JA) have been referred to as the coherent attacks.
When eavesdropper realizes the intercept-resend attack, he measures the quantum
state of the photon which Alice sends toward to Bob. Then Eve sends the other photon
to Bob. The quantum state of this photon is determined by the result of the Eve’s
quantum measurement. When the semi-transparent attack is executed Eve uses the
ancillas. The quantum entanglement arises between the single ancilla and each photon
sent by Alice. Eve keeps all ancillas while photons arrive to Bob. When the open
information exchange is over and the basis which Bob uses is announced Eve
performs quantum measurement of the ancillas with using of this basis. The error rate
which arises when semi-transparent attack is executed is lower than the error rate after
intercept–resend attack execution. When collective attack is executed the quantum
entanglement arises between the single ancilla and each photon sent by Alice as well,
as when the semi-transparent attack is executed. When open information exchange is
over, Eve performs so-called generalized quantum measurement of all ancillas
simultaneously as it would be if this set of the ancillas would be the single quantum
system. When eavesdropper executes the joint attack he uses only one ancilla. The
quantum entanglement arises between the all photons sent by Alice and this single
ancilla. To execute the man-in-the-middle attack the eavesdropper replaces all
photons which Alice sends by his own and then sends these photons to Bob. Eve
collects Alice’s photons and in that way eavesdropper reads the private information.
The denial of service attack does not let the eavesdropper to know private information.
Only the violation of the information transfer from one honest user to other one is
result of such attack. For example, Eve can perform the quantum measurement of the
states of sent from Alice to Bob photons. After such measurement the photons are not
useful for honest users.
We have referred to as the quantum hacking following attacks:
1) faked-state attack;
2) laser damage attack;
3) detection efficiency mismatch loophole;
4) time-shift attack;
5) calibration loophole;
6) wavelength-dependent attack;
7) Trojan-horse attacks;
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8) beam-splitting attack and photon-number splitting attack;
9) replacing the original quantum channel by the channel with less losses.
The most well-known attacks assigned to quantum hacking are the Trojan horse attack
and the faked states attack. To execute the Trojan horse attack [5, 6] the eavesdropper
enters intensive pulse of light into optic fiber between honest users Alice and Bob.
The photons in this pulse are called Trojan photons. The pulse of light is directed to
the Alice’s plant. Alice encodes her photons to transfer information to Bob. At the
same time Alice encodes Eve’s photons as well. Alice does not suspect that Eve is
executing the attack. After Alice encodes all photons the Trojan photons are reflected
from elements of Alice’s plant and are directed through the optical fiber towards to
Bob. Eve intercepts her Trojan photons which have been arrived from Alice’s plant.
Since Eve knows initial states of her photons she can determine the information
encoded by Alice. The faked state attack on quantum key distribution system has been
described as sort of the man-in-the-middle attack in [7]. When faked states attack is
executed Eve generates the pulses of the light (faked states) which are registered by
honest users. At that the error rate which could tell to Alice and Bob about danger is
not increased by Eve. The man-in-the-middle attack cannot be successful if Eve tries
to send to Bob the photons with the same quantum states as she has detected when she
has intercepted Alice’s message. However, Eve can try to mislead the honest users by
applying certain methods which use devices loopholes. It is necessary for Eve that
honest users consider that they register initial quantum states while in fact they register
the pulses of light which have been generated by Eve. In all attacks of the blinding
[8], which have been developed later, the Eve’s attack is successful when she forces
Bob to perform quantum measurement not with basis which has been chosen
randomly but with basis which has been chosen and dictated by Eve. Eve connects to
the section of the optic fiber by which the apparatuses of Alice and Bob are connected.
Then Eve writes and keeps her measurement basis for each quantum state which she
registers. Whereupon, she provides the choosing of measurement basis by Bob for
each quantum state which has been registered and sends the faked state for each of
these quantum states to Bob. Bob always registers the state with such measurement
basis that has been programmed by Eve. It is necessary to make the following note.
On our scheme we have placed the man-in-the-middle attack in the class of the attacks
which use imperfection of protocols. However, the faked state attack on quantum key
distribution system also is sort of the man-in-the-middle attack. Therefore, on the
scheme has been drawn the link between the man-in-the-middle attack block and the
block of the faked state attack.
The next kind of attack considered in [2, 9] uses the loophole of detection efficiency
mismatch (DEM). The essence of DEM loophole is as follows. In the ideal case the
result of the quantum measurement in the quantum key distribution system must be
determined by only relative choice of the measurement basis. This demand dictates
that detectors D1 and D2, which determine the measurement basis, must be
indistinguishable. However, in the real technical devices it cannot be guaranteed
completely. For example, the lengths of optical fibers, which connect the detectors D1
and D2 are changing during exploitation of the system because of numerous physical
influences. Thereby, in fact the moments of the time in which photons arrive to the
detectors D1 and D2 are not exactly the same, though in the ideal case these moments
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must be coincident. By using such circumstance, the eavesdropper can control the
choice of the measurement basis in the honest user’s plant. In papers only two kinds
of attacks which use loophole of DEM have been described for now. Initially the
execution of the faked states attack has been proposed. The ideal case when the
sensitivity of the first of the two detectors is shifted in time relative to the sensitivity
of the second detector significantly has been considered in [10]. At that, the intervals
of the time when the first of the two detectors is completely blind and the other
detector keep sensitivity and vice versa, are exist. The eavesdropper performs the
quantum measurement of photons states which have been sent by honest user Alisa.
The eavesdropper chooses measurement basis randomly. Then the eavesdropper sets
his bit value for faked state and sends this faked state to honest user Bob. The pulses
of the faked states are shifted in time. Moreover, the eavesdropper sets the relative
phases of the pulses in such a way as that if Bob chooses the basis incompatible with
Eve’s basis then the whole of the pulse gets to the detector which is blinded and in the
case when the measurement basis chosen by Bob is compatible with Eve’s basis the
pulse gets to the detector which in this moment has sensitivity. Second of two kinds
of attacks which use loophole of DEM has been proposed in [9]. The eavesdropper
connects the special apparatus to the optic fiber between honest users Alisa and Bob.
With the help of such device the eavesdropper can regulate the time of arriving of the
photons to the Bob’s plant. Eve forces photons to arrive either earlier or later of the
interval of the time when both detectors have sensitivity. In the moment of the arriving
of each photon only one detector has sensitivity. Thereby the eavesdropper influences
on the results of the measurements. The results of the measurements in this case do
not depend from basics which have been chosen by Bob. For prevention of the
detection efficiency mismatch in the systems of quantum key distribution the
equipment and software for providing the procedure of the calibration are used. For
the execution of the calibration Alisa directs to the Bob’s plant the group of classical
(not quantum) pulses of light. Bob measures the time of the arriving of these pulses
of light and tunes both detectors in such a way as to they will be indistinguishable.
However, the cases when the effective attack which does not let to perform the
calibration successfully has been executed have been described in [11]. If the
eavesdropper uses the faked states he can influence on results which Bob registers.
The developed extended classification of the methods of the eavesdropping and data
corruption in the systems of quantum cryptography (i.e. active and passive attacks) is
designated in Fig. 1.
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Attacks on quantum key distribution systems

Replacing the original quantum channel by the channel with less losses

Photon-number splitting attack and the beam splitting attack

Trojan-horse attacks

Wavelength-dependent attacks

Time-shift attack

ASP

Using the calibration loophole

JA

DSA

Laser damage attack

MMA

Using the loophole of detection efficiency mismatch (DEM)

Attacks which use imperfection
of protocols

STA

Faked-state attacks

IRA

Coherent attacks

«Traditional» attacks

Non-coherent attacks

Quantum hacking - using the loopholes of the devices

CA

Figure 1. The extended classification of the methods of the eavesdropping and data
corruption in the systems of quantum cryptography
The so-called laser damage attack also belongs to quantum hacking [2]. The
eavesdropper can direct to the honest user’s plant the pulses of large power. The pulses
damages avalanche photodiode of the detector and eavesdropper can use that as
loophole. For example, after such damage the level of the dark noise is decreased.
Initially when the honest user determines the error rate he considers the level of the
dark noise. The eavesdropper can realize an attack which increases the error rate, but
the full error rate will be such as before the damage of the detector. Therefore, the
honest user will not observe the attack because he will consider that the part of the
error rate is conditioned by the dark noise. As a matter of fact, after the damaging of
the detector the dark noise does not make a contribution to the error rate. The
eavesdropper can use not only the detector’s loopholes but loopholes of the others
elements of the plant of the honest user. For example, he can use the loophole of the
beam splitter [2, 12, 13]. When the wave length which has been set by producer of the
plant is used, the probability that photon will be reflected is equal to probability that
photon will be let to pass. However if the other lengths of the waves will be used,
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these probabilities are not equal. Therefore, the eavesdropper can replace pulses of
honest users and send his pulses with such length of the wave that let to manage the
probability of the photon’s passing through the beam splitter.
In addition to the attacks which have been considered in [2] it is expediently to include
to the quantum hacking the two other kinds of attack called photon-number splitting
attack and the beam splitting attack. The principle of executing of the attack of first
kind is as follows. Because preparation of the single-photon pulses is hardly possible
task, in practice, when implementing quantum cryptography protocols the weak laser
pulses are used. These pulses may be well presented by coherent states with mean
number of photons less than one. However, in so doing, some pulses include more
than one photon. Thus, eavesdropper can split the signal and receive certain
information without essential increase of the error rate in the channel [14, 15]. Such
method can be executed especially effectively when quantum no demolition (QND)
measurement is applied [16]. Another kind of attacks is such that based on replacing
the original quantum channel by the channel with less loss [17]. The basis method of
the control of the eavesdropping which used in quantum cryptography is the check of
the error rate in the communication channel. However, the eavesdropper can to
replace the original channel with certain error rate which has been organized by users
by the channel with less loses. The honest users agree that error rate is such that has
been pointed above. Thus, if eavesdropper has applied such method, the honest users
cannot distinguish the errors which are determined by attack from errors which are
determined by natural noise. That is, the honest users consider that the actual error
rate is determined by only natural noise, while in fact it includes component of natural
noise and component which is determined by eavesdropper attack. Thus, highest error
rate which honest users have determined is much higher that actual error rate which
is determined by natural noise. In this situation the eavesdropper can to increase error
rate in channel without uncovering his attack. At the same time for eavesdropper it is
necessary the permanent maintaining of the error rate in channel at the level which is
not lower that level of error rate which has been initially determined by honest users.
Eavesdropper needs this action even if during certain period he does not wiretaps the
channel. If he will not apply this method the honest users will observe the anomalous
low level of error rate and in that way they will uncover the attack.

3. Conclusion
The new extended classification of the attacks on quantum protocols and quantum
cryptosystems have been developed. This classification includes all known kinds of
the attacks including quantum hacking. Such classification may be used for choosing
the commercially available quantum key distribution system.
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